Himgiri Zee University

CODE OF ETHICS FOR RESEARCH

University follows stated code of ethics for the research and give vide publicity to all the students, faculty and research scholars. Ethics numerated are meant to inform all researchers that their plan of research and objectives for the research should be made to serve community, nation and humanity at large.

Following points that form code of ethics but not limited to, are:

1. **Honesty**: Researchers should be honest in developing ideas and outcome of the research. It is expected that researcher should be honest in presenting and cloning ideas of their own.

2. **Legality**: While doing research, scholar should not infringe any law related to animal, environment or any community at large.

3. **Plagiarism**: Copying or claiming of someone’s idea is strictly prohibited. Whenever any concept or contents are taken for different sources while presenting novel ideas in Research Paper, it should be duly referred from where concepts or contents are taken. UGC rules in regards to Plagiarism is strictly enforced.

4. **Justice**: If s/he is working towards any research project in a group, due credit should be given to all contributors whether they are directly or indirectly involved.

5. **Respect for All**: While preparing research paper, the language should be used in a manner that it should respect individual, group entity or organization. No offensive statement are acceptable.

6. **Due Credit**: Credit should be given to funding agency, laboratories, library, research group or anyone or any agency from where the fund are received or data, information are obtained or processed.

The University level ethics monitoring committee consists of:

(1) Member Secretary, RDC

(2) Two Deans

(3) One Professor

(4) One Research Scholar
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